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World's top climate scientists told to
'cover up' the fact that the Earth's
temperature hasn't risen for the last 15
years

Leaked United Nations report reveals the world's temperature hasn't risen for the
last 15 years
Politicians have raised concerns about the final draft
Fears that the findings will encourage deniers of man-made climate change

By TAMARA COHEN, POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT
PUBLISHED: 15:40 EDT, 19 September 2013 | UPDATED: 02:47 EDT, 20 September 2013

Scientists working on the most authoritative study on climate change were urged to
cover up the fact that the world’s temperature hasn’t risen for the last 15 years, it is
claimed.

A leaked copy of a United Nations report, compiled by hundreds of scientists, shows
politicians in Belgium, Germany, Hungary and the United States raised concerns
about the final draft.

Published next week, it is expected to address the fact that 1998 was the hottest year
on record and world temperatures have not yet exceeded it, which scientists have so
far struggled to explain.

The report is the result of six years’ work by UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), which is seen as the world authority on the extent of climate change
and what is causing it – on which governments including Britain’s base their green
policies.
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Concerns: Scientists have been urged to cover up the fact that the Earth's temperature hasn't
risen for the last 15 years amid fears it would provide ammunition for deniers of man-made
climate change

But leaked documents seen by the Associated Press, yesterday revealed deep
concerns among politicians about a lack of global warming over the past few years.

Germany called for the references to the slowdown in warming to be deleted, saying
looking at a time span of just 10 or 15 years was ‘misleading’ and they should focus
on decades or centuries.

Hungary worried the report would provide ammunition for deniers of man-made
climate change.

Belgium objected to using 1998 as a starting year for statistics, as it was
exceptionally warm and makes the graph look flat - and suggested using 1999 or
2000 instead to give a more upward-pointing curve.
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The United States delegation even weighed in, urging the authors of the report to
explain away the lack of warming using the ‘leading hypothesis’ among scientists
that the lower warming is down to more heat being absorbed by the ocean – which
has got hotter.
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The UN's Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change has changed its tune after issuing
stern warnings about climate change for
years

The last IPCC ‘assessment report’ was
published in 2007 and has been the
subject of huge controversy after it had
to correct the embarrassing claim that
the Himalayas would melt by 2035.

It was then engulfed in the ‘Climategate’
scandal surrounding leaked emails
allegedly showing scientists involved in
it trying to manipulate their data to make
it look more convincing – although
several inquiries found no wrongdoing.

The latest report, which runs to 2,000
pages, will be shown to representatives
from all 195 governments next week at a
meeting in Stockholm, who can discuss
alterations they want to make.

But since it was issued to governments
in June, they have raised hundreds of
objections about the 20-page summary
for policymakers, which sums up the
findings of the scientists.

What it says will inform renewable
energy policies and how much
consumers and businesses will pay for
them.

The report is expected to say the rate of warming between 1998 and 2012 was about
half of the average rate since 1951 – and put this down to natural variations such as
the El Nino and La Nina ocean cycles and the cooling effects of volcanoes.
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Share or comment on this article: Climate scientists told to 'cover up' the fact that
the Earth's temperature hasn't risen for the last 15 years

A leaked copy of the United Nations report, compiled by hundreds of scientists, shows
politicians in Belgium, Germany, Hungary and the United States have raised concerns about
the final draft. Above, the United Nations headquarters building in New York

A German climate scientist - Stefan Rahmstorf, who reviewed the chapter on sea
levels - yesterday admitted it was possible the report’s authors were feeling under
pressure to address the slowdown in warming due to the ‘public debate’ around the
issue.

The draft report, which is not new research but a synthesis of all the work being
done by scientists around the world, is likely to be highly disputed at the three-day
meeting.

It will make the case that humans are causing global warming with carbon emissions
even more strongly upgrading it from ‘very likely’ in 2007 to ‘extremely likely’ it is
manmade.

But scientists are under pressure to explain why the warming has not exceeded 1998
levels although the decade 2000-2010 was the hottest on record.

Alden Meyer, of the Union of Concerned Scientists based in Washington, said
yesterday: ‘I think to not address it would be a problem because then you basically
have the denialists saying: ‘Look the IPCC is silent on this issue.’

Jonathan Lynn, a spokesman for the IPCC said yesterday: ‘This is the culmination of
four years’ work by hundreds of scientists, where governments get a chance to
ensure the summary for policymakers is clear and concise in a dialogue with the
scientists who wrote it, and have the opportunity to raise any topics they think
should be highlighted.’
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merc, welshpool, 1 decade ago

The scam is laid bare. Actually David Icke was saying this 10 years ago

1273128

Click to rate

Richard, Midi Pyrénées, France, 1 decade ago

Twaddle, all of it. It's about tax.

692802

Click to rate

jen, Hertfordshire, England, 1 decade ago

I KNEW it!! "Hungary worried the report would provide ammunition for deniers of man-made
climate change." Well what do you expect? I'm fed up getting yelled at every time I say I don't
believe in it...

712396

Click to rate

Anonymous, Unknown, 1 decade ago

we are being lied to by our leaders yet again, ..........................................

632203

Click to rate

Janne in Cayman, Georgetown, 1 decade ago

It seems that the "deniers of man made changes" were right, then! Where do I apply to get back
the money I have paid in the Carbon Tax?

572101

Click to rate

Michigander, USA, 1 decade ago

I think there ought to be a way to make Al Gore pay back the billions he made on this lie. He and
his cronies thought they would make billions more, the Clintons, the Obamas and others have all
gotten filthy rich in office, in ways they can't explain.

541950

Click to rate

Steve Fermor, Redditch, 1 decade ago

If it looks like a con, is sold like a con, and is makes too many people feel like it's a con, then it
almost certainly is a con. Too many vested interests trying to cover their backsides.

431667

Click to rate

sean, Pontypool, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

one word TAX and that the bottom line folks

361456

Click to rate

MustLiveFree, ShowLow, 1 decade ago

If the IPCC would quit falsifying documents in order to get substantial government funding to
pretend we have global warming, instead of actually evaluating honest statistics, someone might
even care what they have to say.

381255

MrDrummle, Newcastle, 1 decade ago
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SHOPPING
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I don't believe temperatures have risen at all but I do think we should take better care of our planet.

1218

Click to rate

Fredos, Southampton, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

Climate change is natural. It's taken place over billions of years. We had Ice ages we had trouts
where there is now water there used to be land. where there is land there is water. Asking us to
turn of the standby light on the TV will not save the planet. The Climate change phobia is to
generate taxes and create businesses which make a lot of money out of peoples fears. Windmills
and Solar will never cover demand.

46931

Click to rate

Captain Reynault, Georgia USA, 1 decade ago

TRUTH threatens NEW TAXES.

20826

Click to rate

tothepoint, poole, 1 decade ago

Politicians lie about everything, so why am I surprised ?

25795

Click to rate

yoda, Sleaford, 1 decade ago

There has been plenty of evidence to support the opposite and the fact that we are heading for
COOLING. On one hand I hope that the sooner the better as the great AGW tax scam will be over,
but on the other hand, I don't want it to be true as cold will cause a lot of genuine hardship for
many

25636

Click to rate

Sir Talbot Buxomly, Mansfield. Ma., United States, 1 decade ago

This is the face I make when I'm really, really surprised.

26549

Click to rate

tony lloyd, essex, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

Does this mean we will all get a tax refund on all the "green" taxes we paid?

18541

Click to rate

stockport, stockport uk, 1 decade ago

we all know its a myth - invented by poloticians to raise fuel prices and taxes. weve known for
years.

24515

Click to rate

dan, hartley, 1 decade ago

telling the truth is not good for business.

17501

Click to rate

ProspectiveCounselor, Torrance CA, United States, 1 decade ago

HOLY WOW! I GUESS WE "CLIMATE CHANGE DENIERS" HAD SOMETHING GOING HERE.
Seriously, calling us "climate change deniers" makes them look completely unscientific, as they are
essentially calling us the scientific version of a heretic, in my opinion. Science seeks to be falsified,
so they should WANT climate change deniers all around.
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Bemused, Bedford, 1 decade ago

I knew it. We have been lied to and lied to and lied to. Someone should be prosecuted for it.

20448

Click to rate

bigchalala, Ormskirk, 1 decade ago

We're all going to die sooner or later so let's just make the most out of life!!

33378

Click to rate

Christian, Gateshead UK, 1 decade ago

Oh dear all those windmills.

15230

Click to rate

DrMallard, West Palm Beach FL USA, 1 decade ago

Trying to predict climate change is like the little talk two blokes had on a train out of London. One
says "I'm going to Liverpool". The other says "That's odd, I'm going to Southampton. And we're
both on the same train!" Wherever THAT may be going ...

18230

Click to rate

derbyram, Derby, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

"deniers of man-made climate change" or conned cash-cows for spurious tax revenues as they are
more accurately known.

8223

Click to rate

Pickwick, Redhill, 1 decade ago

Horror of horrors! The carbon tax is in danger! Except in Australia, where they've just done away
with it altogether. We should follow their excellent example.

9217

Click to rate

ed, Middlesbrough, 1 decade ago

Can't possibly judge a trend on a hundred years of temperature figures when the earth is millions
of years old! So called global warming & spurious taxes are costing a fortune. Where is cash going
for example on taxes on flights?

8213

Click to rate

DD, Hants, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

"Germany called for the references to the slowdown in warming to be deleted, saying looking at a
time span of just 10 or 15 years was ¿misleading¿ and they should focus on decades or centuries"
Shall we go for 30 centuries? That should bring this nonsense to an end.

8196

Click to rate

Magda, Paris, France, 1 decade ago

- Twenty10 , UK, 20/9/2013 07:58: Oh please. We have had summer every year for millennia, yet it
was the FIRST TIME in human history that the pole melted almost to oblivion. Explain that in very
small words, will you?

17192

Magda, Paris, France, 1 decade ago

Oh, I see. The North Pole all but disappeared a few years ago because it's getting colder...
Right...?
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Slim Pickins, London, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

Why are we still paying a green tax on utilities plus the road fund license and petrol. governments
are just a bunch of lying thieves, who at the heart of it have not got a clue.....
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Click to rate

Prester John, No longer in Alba, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

Thirteen years of warming were enough to declare global warming but fifteen years of no change
isn't enough to say perhaps we need to do proper research ?

6187

Click to rate

P. Rees, Skibbereen. Ireland, Ireland, 1 decade ago

How about Governments give us back the money they have stolen in carbon taxes?

3182

Click to rate

Tessa, Ireland, Ireland, 1 decade ago

At last the truth. We are all being conned and ripped off by the global warming liars to further their
agenda.

5170

Click to rate

veduin, mansfield, notts, 1 decade ago

Allow me to be the first to say - HAHAHAHAHAHAH. We knew ages ago, we also know all this
green crap is just another way to part us all from what little we have so certain idiots and eat fish
eggs and drink vinegar

17168

Click to rate

RealScot, Aberdeen, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

Well, well, what a surprise. The people, shafted yet again, fictitious reasons for raising taxes on all
our energy bills, green agenda and money making certainties for the already wealthy and the
politicians who promote the green agenda.

4152

Click to rate

Trustnobody, Landofthefreeloaders, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

We never believed them in the first place!

6141

Click to rate

John, Perthshire, 1 decade ago

International Panel on Climate Con in full flow. 'Deners' - i.e. payers may be entitled to ask - who's
in denial now? A wee refund looks in order.

7141

Click to rate

darren, Poulton Le Fylde, 1 decade ago

The ice cap are NOT melting , they grew massivly this year .

7138

Click to rate

J93, Leicester, 1 decade ago

There worried about losing tax

3122
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Mr Certain, Bromley, 1 decade ago

It's not science, it's politics. We all need to know the truth.

4120

Click to rate

c.traven, edinburgh, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

"Belgium objected to using 1998 as a starting year for statistics, as it was exceptionally warm and
makes the graph look flat - and suggested using 1999 or 2000 instead to give a more upward-
pointing curve."---------Why what a great idea, after all the whole idea is all about how you can
make things appear rather than how they actually are.........As Pachauri of the IPCC has just said---
-------- The purpose of the UN IPCC report it to make the case that "action is needed on climate
change" ----- Not WHETHER action is needed but that action IS needed. So much for
objectivity....There is none

0109
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Smujsmith, Pig-atop-the-hill, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

You know, every now and then a story is published that makes or breaks a government used
excuse to tax and punish its citizens. This is a classic, what wriggling will we see ? Loads I reckon,
problem is, they are pig headed enough to keep the ECO taxes going. Time to give up LibLabCon,
you have been outed for your lying and spin. Bring on UKIP, they won't push out the "bull" this lot
do.
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Click to rate

Peter, Grimsby, 1 decade ago

- franbanks, essex uk, United Kingdom, 19/9/2013 21:54 ~~~ Because that's what they do best.
Doesn't use as much brain power as truth.
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Martin, Lutterworth, 1 decade ago

Re: dangermouse , Cheddar, 21/9/2013 16:49: "Things generally expand as they heat and the
oceans are no exception. What all this means is - well, go read up on it." _______ Two years ago
the 'in' theory was the threat of the Gulf stream stopping. In the last year that nonsense was
superseded by the equally nonsensical theory that man made CO2 is causing the jet stream(s) to
deviate abnormally. Now, the flavour of the month 'theory' is the oceans are warming up due to
man made CO2. The reality is that there is no reliable data covering significant periods of time for
any of this rubbish. It is all politically motivated propaganda naively swallowed by the believers of
the new religion. Why do the rest of us have to put up with it?
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Iowa48, Portland Oregon, United States, 1 decade ago

The reason the temperature has not risen for the last 15 years is because I have been sacrificing
goats and chickens on a low=emission altar to appease the Climate Gods. It has obviously worked
much better than the sacrifice of tax-dollar grants and carbon-taxes into the pockets of AlGore and
his UN minions. No need to thank me, but I would appreciate a Nobel Prize.
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tommy, Denbigh, 1 decade ago

At last the truth is out ! Will the windmills come down now ?

391

Click to rate

westminsterspin, London, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

No wonder they now call it climate change instead of global warming because is not warming up,
but getting colder. Never mind, you'll still have to pay all these daft green taxes. Another scam
dreamt up by politicians to get more money out of the motorists.
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The Real Casual Reader !, Glasgow Scotland., 1 decade ago

the worlds biggest scam our respective governments, there's a shock, just like the scam with the
oil prices.
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Danceswithdachshunds, Bangalore, United States, 1 decade ago

The Global Warming Hoax - the biggest government scam our tax dollars could buy. I won't be
satisfied until charlatans like James Hansen, Michael Mann, Kevin Trenberth, Phil Jones, et al are
out sweeping streets for a living instead of being paid to scare people with their LIES.
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hayjane, Birmingham, 1 decade ago

I think we all knew that already ,as we now only get two months out the year when we don't need
to put the heating on when we have a shower
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theresaidit, yorkshire, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

Alan C, Liverpool, 20/9/2013 18:32..Yes i do beleive you want AGW to be true, otherwise you
would not use the phrase "Climate Change" as if it were bad. I am glad it warmed for the last
century, a Frozen Thames and even colder North would be very unpleasant. If you were open
minded you would admit that the temperature trend, the Hockey stick, the climategate mails, the
ridiculous claims, the Alarmist lies, the massively expensive renewables, the opt outs for china,
India, Russia etc, the reduction in US CO2 emmisions due to Shale Gas, THe increase in EU
emmissions due to renewables, the indoctrinating of Children with unproven theory over science,
the removal of the medeievel warm period, the ad hominen attacks on scientists with sound
evidence against AGW, the roll of the UN, IPCC and governments, calling CO2 a polutant!! and the
one fact that not one scientist can find mans fingerprint or even CO2's fingerprint outside the
normal variables despite the billions spent. ITS A SCAM
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Ian W, Reading, 1 decade ago

The scam has been found out. They are now in make glib excuses mode and panicking that their
all expenses paid boondoggles and government grants are going to go away - expect them to say
ANYTHING to keep their wallets stuffed with taxpayers' money. They will be supported by bankers
and politicians who wanted to make a bundle out of carbon credit schemes. The only problem is
that the climate is not playing - these scammers really need to start thinking hard on what they will
do when the climate continues to cool as it has over the last 3 years.
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astroplane, Coventry, 1 decade ago

Oh dear. Found out you naughty people. All that wasted money on what amounts to rubbish. I
suppose you want another cash cow so you can attempt to find out why we were right and you
were wrong. No doubt some idiot will give you it in the vain hope you can actually prove you were
nearly right. Fools.
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Pardonmeforbreathing, Durham, 1 decade ago

Damned lies and statistics... but the ideology has its fanatics and they do not need any facts to
whip themselves up into a frenzy in fact the fewer facts they have the better... more than a few of
them were out winding themselves up in ...... poor Balcombe. We have a new ideology and we are
only a few points away from "skeptics" being burned at the stake by these lunatics!

077

Aidan, Reigate, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

Never let something as trivial as the truth get in the way of a good story or an even better tax
raising scam.
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Ishkandar, London, 1 decade ago

"Fears that the findings will encourage deniers of man-made climate change" Oooh ! We can't
have these heretics denying THE ONE TRUE GOD and his prophets, the "climate scientists" !!
Blasphemy !! Blasphemy !! We will have to re-write or ignore the facts or hide them from these
peasant rabble !! Otherwise, no one will pay us lots of money to sprout rubbish !!
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Mutantone, Key West, 1 decade ago

Who is it getting rich off of the world wide Scam? therein lies the Rub!
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movedtoaus, Palmwoods Queensland, 1 decade ago

Governments do not like the report because they are all on the green tax gravy train.
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Longfellow, Durban, 1 decade ago

The Australians are the lucky ones; their newly elected PM has already scrapped the lie. It has
only ever always been about taxes.
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Jennie, Kent - Garden of England, UK not EU, 1 decade ago

I think most intelligent people already knew it was a load of Â£&(@ purely to raise more in taxes
Will all green tax payments be refunded... doubtful!
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rosebud, Exeter, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

AGW is the 21st century replacement for religion - control by fear, the format of which promotes
guilt that may be appeased by acting in a certain virtuous way - Simples - truly a genious plan but
plain wrong
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SlobberingFits, Florida, United States, 1 decade ago

There is no money in nothing happening .
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Nemo, Coventry, 1 decade ago

Can I have all My Money Back Please and a big reduction in my Gas and Electricity Bills, NO ! I
Thought Not.
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mick, Teesside, 1 decade ago

Five hundred years ago these scientist said the world was flat and the sun rotated round us.
Nothing's changed

266

Major Mike, Gualala California, United States, 1 decade ago

The "hottest decade" on record is not as hot as the 1930's (although 1930 records have been
subjected to "adjustment", which somehow always ended in downward adjustment). Then, the
hottest decade on record is still much cooler than the warmest period of the Medieval Warm
Period, 850 Ad to 1350 AD, when England had thriving vineyards where there aren't any now. But
that was not as warm as the Roman Warm Period, which was not as warm as the Minoan Warm
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Period, which was not as warm as the Holocene Climatic Optimum of 5,000 to 8,000 years ago follow
end of the Ice Age (the 100,000 year glacial period following the Eemian interglacial period 125,000 y
ago, which as you may have guessed, was warmer than any period of the past 10,000 years. Each w
period of the past 10,000 years has not been as warm as its predecessor, obviously meaning that Ea
been in a cooling mode since the warmest period of the Holocene. Such is to be expected, since this
interglacial is near its end
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bazza, England UK, 1 decade ago

So they are saying that global warming is all hot air!
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PANAGRACE, BRUXELLES, Belgium, 1 decade ago

No climate temperate rise, equals no jobs for the boy and girls in the office
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sia1967, stoke-on-trent, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

THe government are ripping us off. Anyone else that extorted money from people under false
pretenses would be jailed. Could you not sue the government for stealing money from you
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Dean Martin, Sheepy Magna, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

Anything the governments from around the world say is false.I would rather believe in Santa Claus.
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AndrewC, Belfast, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

I think the readers have got it right. Global warming is a multi-billion pound industry and a huge
revenue stream for governments so they're not about to give that up.
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Illbjammin, Pasadena California, United States, 1 decade ago

Liars!
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grodno, Bury St Edmunds, 1 decade ago

Never believed that climate change rubbish anyway.
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Guzmania, Bristol, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

This scams so big it will be swept under the carpet.
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DD, Hants, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

Really? Zeddy, George, History Man, Grasshopper and their other friends who have insisted to the
contrary - Please respond. i want something to laugh at.

959

E Morgan Schuster, Woodland Hills, United States, 1 decade ago
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After all these years, and the billions of dollars spent on research, the "best" solution they could come
with is Carbon Taxation. I realize that oil companies spent 10's of millions on AGW research. But, the 
States has spent 10's of billions- $10 million per day for several years - to prove we are the reason. A
money goes to research facilities and universities all over the world. Some institutions of the institution
departments at universities might even close down without this money. There is plenty of motivation fo
than accurate science there. Even to the point of trying to convince us that CO2 is not plant food or th
variations in output have no effect here on Earth. And no one talks about the distant past - when CO2
prominent in the atmosphere as oxygen is today - and oxygen was almost non existent. Where did th
Carbon go, Teacher? That piece of chalk in your hand ..It doesn't stay in the atmosphere - there is no
"tipping point."
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Jimmy Widdle, Basildon, 1 decade ago

'Climate Science' is a misnomer; it's practiced by those who don't have the brains to do real
science.
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pat, USA, 1 decade ago

Somebody please tell Obama's teleprompter. It is stuck on stupid again.
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To1, England, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

Three letters... T A X.
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Anonymous, Unknown, 1 decade ago

This is what we have known all along. The whole IPCC process is a political process, not a
scientific one. Those same politicians are now desperate to cover up the fact that global warming
is not occurring because they have staked their political reputations on it - with green taxes and all
the nonsense about renewable energy. The reality is that the genuine science is far from settled
and natural changes are more than likely to be the major explanation in how our climate has
warmed and cooled over time.
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Mickey, Snarkysville, United States, 1 decade ago

the sun has been extremely quiet too! SOMETHING BIG IS GOING TO HAPPEN! Look for the
Monolith orbiting Jupiter! one is in a moon crater also!
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NuclearDragon, Manchester, 1 decade ago

Of course its cover up. Global warming is a myth, there's no facts whatsoever and we've known for
a while now that the earth stopped cooling in 1998. The Medieval warm period destroys these
hippies 'facts'. Its a myth with no actual concrete scientific evidence to back up their claims,
whereas there is concrete scientific evidence to say global warming is a load of old rubbish. Now,
will the government stop with this wind farm nonsense and green energy tax rubbish the greenies
love to hear about.
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Anonymous, Unknown, 1 decade ago

There`s big money to be made as a consequence of the "global warning" fright - say no more !

256

Zeno, Citium, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

Germany are making a fortune selling useless windmills to Britain. Why would they want the truth
to come out?
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rolybak, Corfu, 1 decade ago

The biggest con since the EU
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Voice of sanity, Wolverhampton, 1 decade ago

It was always just a big con trick to leverage research grants from idiot politicians who in turn
raised taxes on the masses so that their corporate and land owning buddies could all get in on the
swindle of green taxes for inefficient renewables like wind turbines and solar panels. So let¿s have
the immediate scrapping of green tax supplement on energy bills, road fuel, air travel and all the
other stealth taxes we¿ve been saddled with.
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Reality_Cheque, London, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

If you want to know the truth, follow the money.
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speak as i find, Crawley Down, 1 decade ago

The people who have vested interests in keeping us in ignorance as they cream off Green taxes
and subsidies to fill their own coffers. Time to wake up and realise they are just ripping us off.
Latest satellite images show the polar caps with a huge increase in ice, yet the loony greens and
Lib-dems will have you believe the world is about to explode. VOTE UKIP to stop this rot and put
that money back in your pocket not the rich land owners
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sandrob, Queen Creek, 1 decade ago

The proof is in Mann's tree ring hockey stick chart! Thank god people are starting to wake up. This
is a one world government conspiracy. If your politicians are espousing AGW then you need to get
rid of them because they are either stupid or part of this conspiracy.
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Ian Beds Uk, Bedfordshire, 1 decade ago

You know what .....reading these comments has made me realise so many people are awake now
and there is no turning back, we are reading these lies and watching things unravel as if it is a
novel, the Globalist are panicking and will not succeed keep pushing the truth people :)
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Valentina, London, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

I wonder what Al Gore thinks about this. Oh wait, he's already made a fortune, so most likely he
doesn't care.
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Bill, Kent, 1 decade ago

Ha Ha! What happened to all those folk who said anything else was a conspiracy theory...gone a
bit quiet now, like Zeddeadhed, where is the 'inconvenient' Al Gore buried in all the ice? counting
his money? We should be told!
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Gina, Middlesex, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

So will everyone get a tax rebate then

653
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Claude M., the o.c., 1 decade ago

It was all a tax scam in the first place
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Thought process, Weybridge, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

What......you mean we employed all those people and created a whole industry for nothing!?
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Martin, Bury, 1 decade ago

The big global warming scam finally revealed.... now can i have my green taxes back?

051
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Jacob London Great, London, 1 decade ago

can we have our money back...
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Martin, Lutterworth, 1 decade ago

Re: Phil, Hull, 21/9/2013 14:53: "The AREA of sea ice is greater this year than last year but the
VOLUME is less. This a fact proven by Landsat." _______ HaHa. Really? So what is your estimate
of the optimum volume of sea ice and how do you, the climatologists and the other believers in the
new religion intend to control the volume of sea ice within 'acceptable' limits relative to the
'optimum'? btw If you are so concerned about Arctic temperatures would you like to go and live
there and experience, first hand, the reality of the horrendous, life sapping, conditions? - Thought
not.
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Davealston, Heywood, United Kingdom, 1 decade ago

A total fabrication by politicians so as taxes could be raised (a complete con from the start ) . Al
Gore should be stripped of his noble peace prize and given con man of the decade prize .
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Brunom, Milano, 1 decade ago

Remember the 'hole in the ozone layer ' mass hysteria - haven't heard much about it lately though
?
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Kristen, The boonies of SW PA, United States, 1 decade ago

Rosebud, please allow me to make a small correction to your otherwise spot-on comments: AGW
is NOT " the 21st century replacement for religion" since it IS a religion in and of itself - one that
requires a great deal of faith in the absence of concrete, physical proof of fact. Personally, I just
can't muster that kind of faith. I find it far easier to believe in the Virgin Birth and the Resurrection.
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/kelly-osbourne/article-13251731/Kelly-Osbourne-debuts-stunning-new-look-bids-goodbye-trademark-purple-hair-shes-sporting-five-years.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13251333/Jared-Ivanka-tennis-miami-donald-alcaraz-dimitrov.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-13251929/cillian-murphy-vegan-diet.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-13252959/Miley-Cyrus-pens-message-Beyonce-amid-Cowboy-Carter-release.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-13253051/Courteney-Cox-talks-Scream-7-Neve-Campbells-return.html
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Joey King cuts a
stylish figure in leather
coat as she steps out in
NYC with husband
Steven Piet after
promoting show We
Were The Lucky Ones
Spotted in New York 

AMANDA PLATELL:
The King looked so tired
in his latest official
picture. As someone
who greatly admires
Charles, this would be
my advice to him...

'Starting to act
different, huh?' Diddy
grills a 16-year-old
Justin Bieber about why
he's keeping his
distance from him in
another resurfaced clip 
An awkward encounter

USWNT midfielder
Korbin Albert
apologizes after Megan
Rapinoe-led criticism
and backlash... as she
admits social media
post with anti-LGBTQ+
content was insensitive

Louis Gossett Jr dead
at 87: First black man to
win supporting actor
Oscar for his role in An
Office and a Gentleman
passes away in Santa
Monica

JAN MOIR: Bring on
Meghan's candle of
grievance with sobbing
crystal petals. Whatever
she's selling, I'm
buying!
Launched lifestyle brand

King Charles 'will sit
apart from the Royal
family at Easter Matins
service on Sunday to
protect his health' as
monarch makes first
public appearance since
beginning treatment 

David and Victoria
Beckham cozy up on a
charter boat as they join
their brood in heading
to new $20 MILLION
superyacht in Miami...
after upgrading $6M
vessel 

'World's sexiest
athlete' Alica Schmidt
and fellow German track
star Michelle Janiak run
from the sea after
spotting a thief stealing
their belongings from
the beach
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Jennifer Garner says
she doesn't worry about
getting older as she
approaches her 52nd
birthday: 'I am grateful
just to be alive'
Feeling fab in her fifties 

Your turn next, Travis?
Kelce plays the role of
doting 'uncle' as he
poses for photos with
friends' baby - after
returning from Bahamas
vacation with Taylor
Swift

Revealed: Scale of
Ryan Reynolds and Rob
McElhenney's funding
into Wrexham laid bare
by the club's
astronomical wage bill
Paid out $8.7M in wages

Heidi Montag puts on
an eye-popping display
as she hits the slopes in
a skimpy hot pink thong
BIKINI during Aspen
getaway... after 22lb
weight loss
The Hills alum in a bikini

Mama June's husband
defends her daughters
after they accused her
of financial
mismanagement in
Mama June: Family
Crisis sneak peek

Steven Spielberg
heaps on the praise on
blockbuster Dune: Part
Two - 'One of the most
brilliant science-fiction
films I've ever seen'
Oscar-winning filmmaker

Logan Paul reveals list
of FORTY qualities he
looks for in a partner -
including they MUST be
a 'sexual deviant' - as he
opens up on his
relationship with model
Nina Agdal

Star Wars actor John
Boyega reveals for first
time how death of
Damilola Taylor inspired
him to become a movie
star - because his
childhood friend
'dreamed to be more'

Lara Trump releases
first original music
single called 'Anything
Is Possible': Donald
Trump's daughter-in-law
asks her 'YUGE fans in
the liberal media' to
listen to new track

The 30 best films to
watch On Demand over
the Easter weekend:
Our critics sift through
thousands of options to
choose the movies that
are REALLY worth
watching
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How Christopher
Nolan and his college
sweetheart Emma
Thomas 'fell in love at
first sight' on their first
night in halls of
residence
Inside their love story 

Beyonce sets pulses
racing in cut-out denim
chaps in sexy snaps to
mark the release of her
country album Cowboy
Carter which took FIVE
YEARS to make
She's gone cowboy-cool

Jennifer
Aniston, 55, and Sandra
Bullock, 59, are seen
leaving plastic surgery
office in Connecticut
known for facelifts
and rhinoplasty

EXCLUSIVE

Rebel Wilson slams
frenzied speculation
over which female
tennis player she had a
'situationship' with: 'It is
NOT anyone I follow on
social media'

Joely Richardson, 59,
discusses her defiant
stance against 'age
stereotypes' as she
draws comparison to
Princess Diana's
'revenge' dress with
fashion choices

Bruce Springsteen
channels his inner
Travis Kelce by
replicating the Chiefs
star's Super Bowl
celebration ahead of
Las Vegas concert
The Boss had some fun 

Zara Tindall competes
on her gelding Class
Affair at Eventing
Spring Carnival in
Newark
Riding her gelding Class
Affair, Zara donned navy 

Brad Pitt
and Angelina Jolie's
years-long bitter
divorce battle FINALLY
nears the end - as the
actor DROPS his
pursuit seeking shared
custody of children

EXCLUSIVE

Marisa Abela's singing
in new Amy Winehouse
movie Back To Black
gets BRUTAL reviews -
after actress revealed
she got the part 'before
anyone knew if she
could sing'

Suge Knight warns
Diddy 'your life's in
danger' in call from
jailhouse where he's
serving 28 years for
death of Compton
businessman
Amid Diddy's house raid
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Inside Diddy and 50
Cent's decades-long
feud from wild
accusations about
Biggie Smalls' murder
to rival businesses
Ran rival businesses 

Who is Korbin Albert?
All you need to know
about USWNT star after
she sparked outrage -
and criticism from
Megan Rapinoe - with
anti-LGBTQ+ content
online

Fans slam USWNT star
Korbin Albert after
Megan Rapinoe called
her out for sharing
'shocking and
ridiculous' anti-LGBTQ+
content online: 'The
fastest end of a career'

Amanda Bynes is
determined to 'get back
to 110lbs' after revealing
she recently 'gained
over 20lbs in the past
few months from being
depressed'
Spoke of her depression

What would Beyoncé
do? As Cowboy Carter
is released, the
superstar's former
stylist reveals how you
can embrace cowboy
core
New trend in fashion 

Meghan Markle's
estranged BFF Jessica
Mulroney pays tribute to
her 'one of a kind'
father-in-law, former
Canadian Prime
Minister Brian Mulroney,
following state funeral

Hailey Bieber shows
off her dewy skin as she
poses up a storm in
luxurious Tiffany & Co.
jewelry... amid rumors
of a split with husband
Justin Bieber
Rumors are flying

Beyonce REWRITES
lyrics to Dolly Parton's
hit Jolene as she covers
track on Cowboy Carter
album... as country icon
name drops Beyonce's
'Becky' in interlude
She's changed genre

John Mayer is
'annoyed' with Scheana
Shay's threesome
claims and has 'never
hooked up' with her: 'He
wants nothing to do
with her'
He denied the claims

50 Cent's ex Daphne
Joy accuses HIM of
'raping' her and being
an absent father in
shock posts... but In Da
Club hitmaker hits back
at 'false' claims
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Amid Diddy house raid

Christine Quinn has
'felt unsafe for a while'
with estranged husband
Christian Richard... as
she claims he faked
suicide attempt to 'test
her love'
Selling Sunset alum

Emily Willis' father
gives shocking new
update on porn star's
condition less than
month after she entered
a 'vegetative coma'
Her dad gave an update

Is this Shakira's new
flame? The Emily in
Paris heartthrob has
been spotted with the
Colombian pop star!
After her public divorce
from her soccer star ex

Horror actress, 72,
known for her racy role
looks unrecognisable
with natural ginger hair
and subtle make-up -
but can YOU guess who
it is?
Kansas-born star

Beyonce references
her Album Of The Year
Grammys snub on her
new country record
Cowboy Carter - after
her husband Jay-Z
berated the awards
After turning to country 

Alice Evans, 55,
continues to show off
her incredible 40lbs
weight loss with series
of 'shameless mirror
selfies'
Showed off weight loss

Pierce Brosnan's
model son Paris opts
for a casual look as he
joins his long-time
girlfriend Alex Lee-
Aillon for LA store
launch party
The male model is 23

Lily Allen admits being
forced to sell her
'dream' $5.3 MILLION
Cotswolds mansion to
pay a huge tax bill was
'soul-destroying' 
In English countryside

Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley showcases her
eye-popping cleavage in
VERY tight silk dress
while posing on all
fours on a bed for racy
snaps
Jason Statham's fiancee
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50 Cent blasts ex
Daphne Joy as a SEX
WORKER and accuses
her of trying to have
'another baby' with him
before 'receiving
money' from Diddy

Paul McCartney, 81,
enjoys a dip in the
ocean as he heads to
the beach with his wife
Nancy, 64, during their
Easter getaway to St
Barts
Star from The Beatles

Anya Taylor-Joy puts
on a loved-up display
with her husband
Malcom McRae as they
go to see her friend
Cara Delevingne in
Cabaret in London
Date night in the UK

Simon Cowell, 64,
finally ditches his
Cuban heels and high-
waisted jeans for new
trendy outfit as he jets
to California to film
America's Got Talent
The mogul is in his 60s 

Is Netflix trivialising
teen PAIN? Scientists
claim popular shows
including Sex Education
and Stranger Things
play down suffering in
youngsters

Scott Disick, 40,
dashes around NYC
after his DRASTIC
weight loss amid
Ozempic claims
Kourtney Kardashian's ex
spotted in New York

Leah Remini reveals
earning college degree
from New York
University at age 53
after beginning
'terrifying journey' three
years ago
She went back to college

Prince Andrew
character cracks sick
Jimmy Savile joke in
new Netflix drama about
his infamous Jeffrey
Epstein Newsnight
interview
Stars in Netflix drama 

Tori
Spelling is seen
breaking down in tears
after emotional and
tense reunion with
estranged husband
Dean McDermott at LA
storage unit

EXCLUSIVE
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STORIES

Lizzo says she's tired of being
'dragged by everyone' on the…

See more versionsNBC News · 8hrs a

Trump SLAMS Biden's
'blasphemous' Easter-…

See more versionsMailOnline · 2hrs ag

Port of Baltimore workers were
bracing for a busy summer…

See more versionsNBC News · 5hrs a

Young widow of slain NYPD
Detective Jonathan Diller rips…

See more versionsNew York Post · 57

Biden slammed on social media
after announcing Transgender…

See more versionsFox News · 7hrs ag

Pope Presides Over Easter Vigil,
Delivers 10-Minute Homily After…

See more versionsHuffPost · 2hrs ago

AT&T Says Personal Information
From 73 Million Customers…

See more versionsForbes · 6hrs ago

Donald Trump posts video of
truck showing hog-tied Joe Biden

See more versionsBBC.com · 5hrs ag

Washington nanny, 59, is charged
with murdering five-month-old…

See more versionsMailOnline · 4hrs ag

UN investigating explosion that
wounded three of its personnel,…

See more versionsThe Hill · 6hrs agoClick here to view more
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Duchess of York
reminisces on her trip
to Samoa with chic
snaps of herself
wearing a traditional
garland as she visited a
women's environmental
group

Tupac
murder suspect Duane
'Keefe D' Davis
'could've spilled his
guts' about Sean 'Diddy'
Combs before feds
raided music moguls
mansions

EXCLUSIVE

Charly Jordan stars in
Jeremy Renner's
heartfelt new music
video as his daughter
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Ava as actor marks
one-year anniversary of
his snowplow accident
Actress starred in Ted

Quentin Tarantino
spotted carrying scripts
while grabbing lunch in
LA... amid rumors his
10th and final film will
star Brad Pitt
Got back to his day job

Beyonce and Miley
Cyrus team up for 'II
Most Wanted' on her
first country album as
fans rave: 'Destiny Hope
and Destiny Child on
same song is history'

Brooklyn Beckham is
spotted going for a
cruise in LA driving a
custom retro blue
convertible Jaguar
worth $480k
David Beckham's son

Mark Wahlberg cuts a
casual figure as he
steps out in Sydney
ahead of filming new
movie on Gold Coast
The actor was spotted
Down Under

Jennifer Leak dead at
76: Soap actress who
appeared in Yours, Mine
And Ours and Another
World passed away
following health battle
with neurological
disease

Beyonce goes
country! Superstar's
fans deem Cowboy
Carter 'album of the
year' minutes after the
27-track epic featuring
Dolly Parton and Miley
Cyrus is released

Gabrielle Union stuns
with a sizzling crop top
under a chic white
blazer to celebration
being named Global
Brand Ambassador for
Knix in New York City
Star was in the Big Apple

Phoebe Waller-Bridge
is accompanied by her
pet pooch as she and
Anya Taylor-Joy head
home after supporting
pal Cara Delevingne at
Cabaret's gala night 

Beyonce makes new
album Cowboy Carter a
family affair by enlisting
daughter Rumi, six...
three years after Blue
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Ivy won a Grammy for
co-writing with her mom

Beyonce shouted out
by Hailey Bieber, Kerry
Washington and more
as singer's A-list peers
react excitedly to her
new country album
Cowboy Carter

Beyonce's Cowboy
Carter reviews are in!
Critics praise Queen
Bey's first foray into
country music with
some even claiming it
will 'revive' the genre 

Beyonce covers The
Beatles' 1968 track
Blackbird on new
country album Cowboy
Carter... sparking
'emotional' response
from fans

Tom Holland enjoys a
rare night away from his
girlfriend Zendaya in
NYC as she promotes
her fiery sports
romance Challengers in
Australia

FIRST LOOK: Kathy
Bates, 75, on set of
CBS' gender-swapped
Matlock reboot in LA...
nearly 30 years after
Andy Griffith-led legal
drama wrapped

Sheryl Crow calls
Taylor Swift 'a
powerhouse' for re-
recording her early
works to gain complete
control of her music
catalog

Meet an adorable
young royal who turns
12 today. She's a great
granddaughter to Queen
Elizabeth and 19th in
line to the throne - yet
doesn't have a title. Her
life in pictures...

Beyonce's mother Tina
Knowles jokes she has
to ASK her famous
daughter to listen to the
new album Cowboy
Carter... while sharing
video of Bey in Japan

Arnold
Schwarzenegger, 76,
shares FIRST photo
since getting
pacemaker installed...
after revealing he has
undergone three open-
heart surgeries

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-13251479/Beyonce-new-album-Cowboy-Carter-daughter-Rumi.html
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Daisy Lowe and her
fiancé Jordan Saul
travel to Singapore with
their daughter, Ivy, 11
months, to celebrate
their 'first year of
parenting'
She has a famous father 

Former Nickelodeon
star Melissa Joan Hart
breaks her silence on
shocking Quiet On Set
docuseries and details
her own experiences on
set: 'Kids worked harder
than they should'

Alec Baldwin's
wife Hilaria raves that
her kids 'love Beverly
Hills' after Kyle
Richards said it would
be a 'dream' to have her
join the RHOBH cast

Leah McSweeney
speaks out about Bravo
lawsuit and says she
made MORE money on
OnlyFans than she did
on Real Housewives of
New York: 'Why didn't I
do it sooner?'

Camila Cabello has
legs for days in TINY
miniskirt as she plugs
new single... after
baring soul about
'drama' and 'chaos' in
romantic past

Billie Eilish slams 'big
artists' releasing
multiple versions of
albums in 'wasteful
packaging' to boost
sales as she claims she
'goes out of her way' to
be sustainable

Jersey Shore: Family
Vacation: Angelina
Pivarnick opens up to
newly found sister
Michelle about issues
with birth father and
fiancé Vinny Tortorella

RHOC star Shannon
Beador's ex-husband
David charged with
reckless driving for
allegedly going over 100
MPH... after Shannon's
DUI arrest

Jennifer Garner
reveals the phrase she
has 'a really hard time
not saying' to her three
kids she shares with ex
Ben Affleck in candid
interview

Ciara is business chic
in an oversized blazer
while serving as the
keynote speaker at a
beauty summit in LA
Looked elegant in the all-
black ensemble

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-13251933/Daisy-Lowe-Ivy-Jordan-Singapore-11-month-old-daughter-celebrate-year-parenting.html
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Heidi Montag shows
off her incredible figure
in a short velvet skirt
and busty top after 22lb
weight loss as she joins
husband Spencer Pratt
on The Masked Singer

Taylor
Swift is loving Travis
Kelce's 'dad bod' as he
'rewards' himself after
his Super Bowl victory -
as the smitten couple
continue their romance

EXCLUSIVE

Tenacious D star Kyle
Gass shows off
dramatic weight loss
transformation after
dedicating himself to
fitness
He's proud of his work

Kirsten
Dunst says her iconic
upside down kiss with
Tobey Maguire in
Spiderman was
'miserable'
She dished on the famous
kissing scene 

EXCLUSIVE

Jenna Lyons is
returning to RHONY
season 15 with the rest
of the cast but her
girlfriend won't be on
camera: 'I joined this
process. She did not'

Selling Sunset star
Emma Hernan wears a
skimpy BIKINI while
playing golf during
luxury vacation in
Mexico with Chrishell
Stause
Reality star and agent

Diddy's LA home
surveillance footage
SEIZED by federal
agents amid sex
trafficking probe - as
lawsuit alleges rapper
'paid Instagram model 
for sex work'

He was in a '60s TV
series that had guests
like Ida Lupino and he
worked on Bewitched.
Now he has made a rare
appearance in LA. Who
is he?
Can you guess the star?

Matthew Perry's ex-
girlfriend Maeve
Quinlan says Friends
star's death at 54 from a
ketamine overdose
'wasn't a shock' to her 
Spoke on his death

Saturday Night Live
veteran Cecily Strong is
engaged! The comic
actress reveals how her
fiancé accidentally
spoiled the 'surprise'
proposal

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-13250567/heidi-montag-weight-loss-masked-singer.html
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Tracy Morgan calls
Ozempic 'great' and
says he was 'glad to
use' controversial
weight-loss drug... after
joking he gained 40lbs
on it

Cara Delevingne puts
on a chic display in a
stylish blazer dress for
the Cabaret gala night
at The Kit Kat Club as
her London West End
success continues

Heidi Klum shows off
her spring style in a
denim vest and leather
pants while Sofia
Vergara cradles her
adorable puppy at
America's Got Talent
taping in Pasadena

Zoe Saldana and her
husband Marco Perego
look inseparable while
leaving their hotel in
NYC... before going on
Jimmy Fallon to
promote their new film

Kristin Cavallari, 37,
kisses and cozies up to
new love Mark Estes,
24, as TikTok star
shares photos with 'my
girl'
The Hills alum stunned

Al B. Sure! tells son
Quincy Brown to 'come
home' after his
stepfather Sean 'Diddy'
Combs faced federal
raids in sex trafficking
probe

Tish Cyrus talks
Dominic Purcell 'issues'
and says she feared
'they were the absolute
worst pairing' - amid
rumors she 'stole him'
from daughter Noah

Beyonce does duet
with Miley Cyrus on
Cowboy Carter while
Dolly Patron introduces
Jolene cover - as more
collaborations are
revealed

Kristen Stewart admits
she'll 'likely never do a
Marvel movie' unless
this director asked her:
'Sounds like a f***ing
nightmare'

Teyana Taylor claims
her ex Iman Shumpert is
'confusing' their two
children by having a
female friend sleep over
when they're home

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-13251137/Tracy-Morgan-calls-Ozempic-great-weight-loss.html
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Amber Rose claims ex
Kanye West pushed her
to 'dress very sexy'
during course of their
two-year relationship...
despite her
'conservative' values

50 Cent's ex Daphne
Joy posts cryptic social
media message after
she is named as Diddy's
'sex worker' in
$30million lawsuit filed
against the rapper
Amid Diddy allegations 

50 Cent 'seeking SOLE
custody of son, 11, with
ex Daphne Joy after she
is named as Diddy's
'sex worker' in $30
million lawsuit filed
against the rapper
Rapper 'seeking custody'

The Sympathizer
trailer: Robert Downey
Jr. is unrecognizable in
HBO's upcoming
espionage thriller as he
portrays FOUR different
roles

Did Joy Behar let slip
that Whoopi Goldberg is
set to star in a new Star
Trek movie? The View
fans spot 'clues' that
comic accidentally
'jumped the gun' and
revealed career news

Joey King models a
schoolgirl uniform while
Logan Lerman is more
casual after talking
about their series We
Were The Lucky Ones
on GMA

Ice Spice taps out
from Hot Ones episode
after reminiscing about
'bouncing around' with
Nicki Minaj: 'Never been
that excited'

365 Days star Michele
Marrone set to join cast
of Simple Favor 2
alongside Blake Lively
and Anna Kendrick
The hunky star has a new
role

Julia Fox declares
herself a 'sex symbol'
while clad in a $325
Namilia velour tracksuit
for flight to LA

Halle Bailey celebrates
her 24th birthday in
$110 bikini with
detoxifying mud bath in
the Caribbean alongside
her son Halo and baby-
daddy DDG
She's a doting mother 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-13250009/50-Cent-seeking-SOLE-custody-ex-Daphne-Joys-son-11.html
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Behind the scenes of
Queen Elizabeth's last
ever Buckingham
Palace balcony
appearance: Royal
experts reveal how the
moment was planned
Behind the scenes look

Gisele Bundchen
supported by jiu-jitsu
pro partner Joaquim
Valente at first public
event together as star
gives boyfriend a sweet
shout-out... after
denying she cheated

Mayor of Kingstown
season three
trailer: Jeremy Renner
makes his TV comeback
in action-packed series
after near-fatal
snowplow accident

Sam Taylor-Johnson
addresses rumors that
her husband Aaron is
set to become the next
James Bond as
speculation continues
to swirl
She's 24-years his senior 

Tyrese SLAMMED by
fans over 'praying' for
Diddy in now-deleted
open letter amid
rapper's sexual
trafficking probe and
multiple lawsuits
Fast and the Furious star 

Travis Kelce's luxury
Bahamas getaway with
Taylor Swift 'has
sparked a huge 351%
increase in searches for
the Caribbean island,
analysis claims

Kim Zolciak and
daughter Brielle
Biermann's Range
Rover 'being
repossessed after they
failed to make the
nearly $2k monthly
payments'

Judge Judy, 81, shares
her intense workout
routine that sees her
hitting her home gym
for 10 HOURS a week
Judy has lifted the lid 

Fran Drescher pays
tribute to father Morty
following his death at 94
after battle with
Parkinson's disease:
'I'm happy he saw my
success as a labor
leader'

Her mother is a reality
TV star, dad is a former
athlete, mom's ex is
related to a basketball
icon. And there is a
Kardashian connection.
Who is she?

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-13249917/Gisele-Bundchen-supported-jiu-jitsu-pro-partner-Joaquim-Valente-public-event-star-gives-boyfriend-sweet-shout-onstage-star-denied-cheated-Tom-Brady.html
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Jillian Michaels, 50,
has made 'full recovery'
from spinal injury she
incurred two years
ago: 'I've made
adjustments to every
aspect of my life'
Opened up on her injury 

RHOM star Dr Nicole
Martin gives birth to
baby girl 'earlier than
expected' via C-
section: 'We are doing
good and thank you for
warm wishes'
Real Housewives star

REVEALED: The
intriguing scientific
reason why more and
more women are loving
DAD BODS... as Travis
Kelce defends his
relaxed physique
Strong, yet soft bodies

Netflix's new drama
Scoop sees Prince
Andrew 'shockingly
joke about his "friend"
Jimmy Savile' ahead of
THAT infamous
Newsnight interview

Tiger Woods has 'no
social skills' and calls
humiliated ex-wife his
'best friend', despite
awkward reunion: Star
is still oblivious to his
scandalous public
image at 48

How ultra-rare
conjoined twins Abby
and Brittany Hensel
drive, eat and have sex
Abby Hensel - who shot
to fame on a reality TV
series with sister Brittany
- quietly tied the knot 

Sting was a teacher
before achieving rock
stardom. Have any
other musicians
followed this route?

Demi Moore, 61,
shows off her very
toned arms in a sexy
sleeveless dress for fun
photos shared to
Instagram... after
celebrating her stylist
Looks decades younger 

Rebel Wilson received
more attention for her
80 pound weight loss
than for 'any movie I'd
ever done': 'Is this what
hot people experience
all the time?'

Real Housewives Of
New York vet Luann de
Lesseps, 58, looks
slender in a bikini...
after revealing the
Mediterranean Diet
keeps her thin
How she stays so fit 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-13250089/jillian-michaels-recovery-spinal-injury-fall-freak-accident.html
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Kyle Richards reveals
the 'incredibly
supportive' advice
Rihanna gave her about
Mauricio Umansky woes
- amid painful
separation
Amid her marital woes

Christine Quinn
ditches her $1.2 million
engagement ring for
new bling after filing for
a restraining order
against husband
Christian Richard
following his arrest

Jenna Bush Hager
admits she lets
daughter Mila, 10, read
'young adult' books and
reveals they've already
had 'sex talks' as she
insists: 'I know what's
appropriate for her'

Joan Collins, 90, and
husband Percy Gibson,
59, enjoy a boozy triple
lunch date with Michael
Caine and her brother
Bill: 'Old friends are the
best friends!'

Ryan Reynolds and
Rob McElhenney are
owed $11 MILLION by
Wrexham football club -
as the Hollywood stars
have helped the club's
value to rocket by $8M
since buying it

How MJ: The Musical
glosses over the
scandals that beset the
King Of Pop - with even
his children appearing
awkward at the press
night - as critics slam
the 'tedious' show

Back To Black actress
Marisa Abela reveals
she got the part 'before
anyone knew if she
could sing' and had to
train for HOURS to
transform into Amy
Winehouse 

Oppenheimer director
Christopher Nolan and
his film producer wife
Emma to receive a
knighthood and
damehood
They received the honor 

50 Cent's baby
momma Daphne Joy is
named as Diddy's 'SEX
WORKER' in bombshell
lawsuit from ex-
employee... shedding
new light on bitter rift
between the rappers

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-13249357/christine-quinn-ditches-wedding-ring-christian-richard-assault-restraining-order.html
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